Sparkling Solutions For
Water & Waste Industries

Greater efficiency, reliability & performance

With our 40 years knowledge and experience in the automation
industry IMO Precision Controls is in the best possible position to
provide its customers with the right solutions for their application
needs. Over the years we have developed our product range to include
intelligent products to meet the ever increasing requirements for
greater performance, efficiency and reliability.

i3 Intelligent Control Station
Imagine being able to see what’s happening in the plant from your home, a hotel room or somewhere miles away!
Or being alerted to a problem with a system as soon as it is detected from anywhere in the world. IMO’s powerful
i³ controller can make that possible.
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Remote monitoring, control and programming of devices can reduce service visits required
and allow first class customer service to be provided to end customers. It minimises downtime, maximises productivity and reduces servicing costs by allowing the possibility of fault
diagnosis without visiting site.
Remote access to a control system is available in two ways, using Ethernet and the Internet
or by GPRS modem, your process suddenly becomes connected to the outside world.

Jaguar Drives
With over 25 years continuous innovation, today’s IMO Jaguar Drive range is helping
our customers fight back against the rapidly rising cost of energy, by reducing their
electricity consumption on plant fans and pumps.
Our engineers have the edge in application expertise and sheer drive know-how to help, without hassle,
customers achieve their optimum solution. And boasting the largest stock of AC drives in the country,
backed as always by our five year guarantee, our customers can be confident that IMO can deliver.
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